CCIS PROGRAMS

2021 - 2022

The Community Committee for International Students supports international graduate students, visiting scholars, post-docs, and their families at Stanford University by offering helpful connections between Stanford internationals and the community.

Take a look at the various programs that CCIS has to offer during the academic year 2021-2022.
VIRTUAL WELCOME PARTNER PROGRAM

GET HELP FROM LOCAL FRIENDS!

Are you an incoming international student who has not previously lived in the US for more than two months? Connect with a local ‘Welcome Partner’ to help with your transition to the Bay area! Your partner is volunteering to spend time with you virtually, before and during the first days of your arrival at Stanford. This program wants to help you get familiar with the basics of life in the US. For further information, please check our website: https://ccisstanforddu.org/started/virtualwelcome.html

ENGLISH IN ACTION:
CONVERSE AND CONNECT

Do you want to improve your English speaking skills? Are you curious to learn about American culture? Join English in Action and meet weekly with an English-speaking partner for an hour of casual conversation at a convenient time and place. Your partner is matched with you based on mutual interests, hobbies, occupation and gender. Learn more about this program here: https://ccisstanforddu.org/english/englaction.html
ENGLISH CLASSES

CCIS offers free English classes that are open to international students, foreign post-doctoral scholars and their family members with intermediate to advanced English proficiency. All of the virtual classes are taught by experienced volunteers. Check out the current English Class Schedule and register for your favorite classes here:
https://ccisstanforddu.org/english/english.html

VIRTUAL FRIDAY MORNING COFFEE

On Fridays, we offer a Zoom meeting for the international spouses and partners community. Each meeting consists of short, small group video chats, facilitated by local volunteers. These informal virtual gatherings are a great opportunity to share experiences, practice English, and to learn about the many options for enriching one’s stay in the Stanford area. More information here:
https://ccisstanforddu.org/spouse/coffee.html
HOSPITALITY PROGRAM

This program is designed to bring together international graduate students with a local person/family for fun days or evenings. International students are matched with local volunteers with similar interests. Students and volunteers meet up for coffee, family dinners, theater, hiking or any adventure! Applications are due by November 30th, 2021. Apply here: https://ccisstanfordu.org/apples-other-forms/210905-hospitality-intl_appl.pdf

SPOUSE EDUCATION GRANTS

Are you a spouse or partner of an international graduate student, scholar or post-doc at Stanford? Our grants provide spouses with financial support to take a class, or to pursue a personal or professional interest.

Check your eligibility for receiving a grant of $100 to $500 here: https://ccisstanfordu.org/spouse/education.html
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE FOR ALL OF THE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR PROGRAMS AT:

CCISSTANFORDU.ORG

FOLLOW CCIS ON FACEBOOK AND GET UPDATES ABOUT OUR PROGRAMS AND LOCAL EVENTS:

FACEBOOK.COM/CCISATSTANFORD